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BIBFRAME	MODEL	2.0
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Source:	https://www.loc.gov/bibframe/docs/bibframe2-model.html
BIBFRAME	1.0	tests	at	Illinois
• In	order	to	support	visibility	of	online	
resources	on	the	web,	we	transformed	nearly	
300,000	e-books	from	the	UIUC	collection	into	
linked	data	based	on	BIBFRAME	model	1.0.
– BIBFRAME	XML	for	records
– And	Schema.org for	webpage	descriptions
– Project	page:	https://sif.library.illinois.edu/bibframe
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Our	BIBFRAME	Project
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MARC	to	BIBFRAME	Process
• Extract	MARC	XML	
• Transform	to	BIBFRAME	XML	
• Enrich	with	linked	data
• Index	with	Google	Custom	Search	Engine
– Using	sitemaps	for	index	construction
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Programmatically	extract	MARC	XML	
• Generate	Queries	to	gather	unique	
bibliographic	identifiers	of	all	e-books	in	the	
library.
• Use	these	identifiers	to	generate	MARC	XML	
that	can	be	input	into	the	Library	of	Congress	
marc2bibframe	Xquery transformation		code.
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Programmatically	transform	MARC	
XML	to	BIBFRAME	XML	
• <bf:Person	
rdf:about="http://www.base-
uri.com/7562776person6">
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Enrich	BIBFRAME	Elements
• <bf:Person
rdf:about="http://viaf.org/viaf/2708
01804">
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Enrichment	Process:	Linked	Data	
Sources
• Work	Identifiers	xISBN	Worldcat Work	ID
– http://xisbn.worldcat.org/xisbnadmin/index.htm
• Personal	Names,	Corporate	Names,	and	Geographic	Names
– http://viaf.org/
• Subject	Headings
– http://id.loc.gov/
– http://experimental.worldcat.org/fast/
– https://id.nlm.nih.gov/mesh/
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Enrichment	Code
• https://bitbucket.org/minrvaproject-
admin/bibframeuiuc/overview
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UIUC	BIBFRAME	1.0	by	RDF	file
• Work.rdf
• Instance.rdf
• Annotation.rdf
• Authority.rdf
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Since	the	e-book	is	of	the	web…
• Schema.org metadata	was	viewed	as	an	
important	part	of	web	discovery.	
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Schema.org within	HTML
• <div	itemprop="author"	itemscope
itemtype="http://schema.org/Person"><a	
href="http://viaf.org/viaf/270801804"	
itemprop="url"><span	
itemprop="name">Crawford,	J.	Kent	(James	
Kent),	1953-</span></a></div>
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Schema.org
• Person
• Book
• Brand
– Note,	with	regard	to	brand,	there	now	exists	
within	bib.schema.org a	publishedBy property
http://bib.schema.org/publishedBy
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HTML	Description	of	E-book
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Source:	https://sif.library.illinois.edu/bibframe/html/7578470.html
HTML	Description	of	E-book
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Source:	https://sif.library.illinois.edu/bibframe/html/7578470.html
Fundamental	Tools
• Google	tools:
– Google	Webmaster	Tools	:	Search	Console
• https://www.google.com/webmasters/
– Google	Structured	Data	Testing	Tool
• https://search.google.com/structured-data/testing-
tool/
– Google	custom	search	engine.
• https://cse.google.com
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Index	sitemaps	for	
Google	Custom	Search	Engine
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Source:	https://www.google.com/webmasters/
Validating	embedded	linked	data	in	HTML
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Source:	https://search.google.com/structured-data/testing-tool
Google	Custom	Search	of	E-books
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Source:	http://sif.library.illinois.edu/bibframe/search.php
Custom	Search	Engine	within	Bento	Search
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Source:	https://sif.library.illinois.edu/megasearch
Outcomes	and	Analysis
• We	are	finding	that	for	some	unique	titles,	the	
linked	data	we	added	and	the	webpages	for	
the	e-resources	are	helping	to	bring	these	
results	to	the	top	of	the	search	results	in	
Google.
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Web	Master	Tools:	Search	Console
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Source:	https://www.google.com/webmasters/
Search	Analysis
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Source:	https://www.google.com/webmasters/
Extended	Search	Analysis
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Source:	https://www.google.com/webmasters/
Example	Google	Search	Results
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Source:	https://google.com
Outcomes
• Found	in	our	analysis	of	the	google	webmaster	
console	that	some	works	with	unique	titles	
are	coming	up	in	the	top	search	results	we	still	
have	more	work	to	do	for	the	entire	corpus	of	
e-books	to	come	up	on	the	web.
• In	the	previous	3	months	the	average	search	
result	position	of	the	index	is	14,	or	half	way	
down	the	second	page	of	google	results.
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Plans	for	the	future
We	experimented	with	different	tools	from	
Library	of	Congress,	leveraging	open	linked	data	
sources	from	the	web,	and	several	webmaster	
tools	from	Google.
Next	phase	of	this	project	is	to	transform	our	
nearly	300,000	into	BIBFRAME	2.0	soon.
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